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Chapter 5 loss functions
in BayesianInference

1 Whatis 1055and what are commonforms
2 Aim of Bayesianinference minimizedexpected loss
3 Examples

Generally speaking lossquantifies the difference between
predicted 1or estimated7 valuesand the truth
predictedmeanswe extrapolatefromourmodel to forecast
valuesoutside thetraining set ML
estimated we'rewonderingaboutdifferences between our
modelparameter estimatesand the truth within the
training set stats

with estimation we are concernedwith understanding the
mechanism thatgives rise to the data that weobserve

Examples Relationship of geneexpressionandcancer subtypes
Relationship of demographicsandPoliticalpartyaffiliation
Relationshipbetweenregionalbrain function and
clinical Outcomes diagnoses

GOI we'd like to beasclose to quantifying the truerelationship aspossible f
reachingunbiased estimator
forwhichwe can make
inference
Thinkconfidenceintervals
andhypothesis testing



With prediction ourgoal is to train a reasonable model on
the training set and have the highest accuracy1lowest
loss on the test set

heyaim Maximile Predictive ability
Lotsofmetrics AUC PROC F1score RMSE etc

Keydifference fromestimation we allow some bias in our
modelparameters to dramatically
reduce thevarianceof the model
on newdata
Thisis the problemofthe
bias variance trade off
In allowing for bias in themodel
we typically loseinferential capabilities
because we cannotassess theextent
ofbias on each parameter

Example Ordinaryleast squares OIS
VS lasso in Regression
OLSestimates are unbiasedand asymptotically normal
wecandoinference forestimationandstats

LASSOestimates are biased they are beingsquishedto 0
andinference is no longer feasible However Lasso
models typicallyoutperforms OLSmodels inprediction

Typically assess the usefulness of themodel using a loss
function This can beapplied to both training and test set
performanceOuraimis tominimileloss d t

estimation prediction



In general
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LOSS is a function oftheparameters andthe
estimated values

Examples 1 squaredloss
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2 Asymmetric squared loss
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Pushes E to be

031Absoluteloss
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Morerobust to outliers in data

4 zerooneloss
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Usedoftenin binary classification

5 Logloss
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NOH We'd like lossfunctions to be largewhenever is far fromQ
wecanmanipulateweightsondifferentscenarios seeasymmetric
squaredloss to promotecertainvalues of

to do 1 Thinkthrough why 109 lossmakessense
21Generalize zeroone loss tomaximize true Positives
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Wedon'twant1 0 0 0 1 this heaviest
lossC F 1 0 0
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For all examples consideredso far wecompare one estimated
value 0 with a single Parameter value O



Bayesian Aim minimize expected loss
In a Bayesian model O has a distribution wemake
inferencebased on itsPosteriorgiven dataX
so 40 0 is also a randomvariable that has a distribution
Thus in Bayesian modeling our goal is to choose that
minimizes the expectedloss
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aka theriskOfE whichthe
bookrefers to al l E

well LEO L OE is clearly not easy to write down
forexample take an integral over 0 Ofsome ofthepreviously
definedlossfunctions

Thankfully we canuse Montecarlo to approximate Yay

PSEUDOCODE for iii N
sample 0in 1190lb

Approximate I10 In FI LI Qi E

key point Bayesian inference takesintoaccount thevariability
of the loss functionover 0 whereas frequentist
analysisonly looks at one value of theloss


